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Jelly Jamm - Jump Now!

                            tom:
                F
Intro: F

F
  The sun is here

(Woooo)
Bb
  The sun is here

(Wooo-ooo)
C             Bb
A new day appears
            F    G  C
The sun is here

F
1, 2, 3 wake up and see now
Bb
4,5,6 you're shaking your hips
F                    Bb
Wave your hands and share a smile, with
F         G  C
Everyone!
              F                 F7
Then you can jump with me, and set your heart free
Bb                  Bbm
Be those things you wanted to be
F
 Meet the dreams that lay ahead (yeah)
                  C
Or are you gunna lay in bed?

F
Jump now!
         Am                  Bb
Show the world it's great to be alive!
        Dm             C
(Got to lift your feet off the ground!)
F
Jump Now!
         Am                 Bb
Show the world how good you feel inside
        Dm           C
(Like a rocket ship touching down!)
F
Jump Now!
        Am
Look at where you are
          Bb              G
With your energy, you can jump and touch
     C   C
The stars!
           Dm           C         F
(Did you know you'd be jumping so far?)

F
1,2,3, now J-U-M-P Yeah!
Bb
4,5,6 the world is a mix
     F                  Bb           F          G  C
With all these great ingredients in front of us
            F              F7
Yes it's a jumping day, so come on and play

Bb               Bbm
Magic things are heading your way
F
 Bring all your dreams along with you (yeah)
                       C
Maybe you'll see them coming true

F
Jump now!
         Am                  Bb
Show the world it's great to be alive!
        Dm             C
(Got to lift your feet off the ground!)
F
Jump Now!
         Am                 Bb
Show the world how good you feel inside
        Dm           C
(Like a rocket ship touching down!)
F
Jump Now!
        Am
Look at where you are
          Bb              G
With your energy, you can jump and touch
     C   C
The stars!
          Dm            C
(Did you know you'd be jumping so-)

F
Jump now!
F
Jump now!
F
Jump now!

( G  D )

G
Jump now!
         Bm                  C
Show the world it's great to be alive!
        Em             D
(Got to lift your feet off the ground!)
G
Jump Now!
         Bm                 C
Show the world how good you feel inside
        Em           D
(Like a rocket ship touching down!)
G
Jump Now!
        Bm
Look at where you are
          C               A
With your energy, you can jump and touch
     D   D
The stars!
          Em             D
(Now you know you'll be jumping so-)
G
Jump now!

[Final] G
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